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ON A SINGLE-CURVED
NOT INFLUENCED
By Walter G.
The shock-expansion
tribution on cylindrical
tapered wings made up of
Vincenti
TAPERED WING IN REGIONS
BY THE ROOT OR TIP
aud Newman H. Fisher, Jr.
method for the calculation of the pressure dis-
wings in supersonic flow is here extended to
single-curved (i.e., developable) surfaces. The
method applies in regions of the wing where (a) the component of velocity
normal to the surface rulings is supersonic and (b) the flow is not influ-
enced by the presence of the root or tip. The calculation is carried out
by regarding the single-curved surface as the limit of an inscribed poly-
hedron whose edges coticide with rukkgs of the actual surface. The
changes of flow across an element consisting of an edge and subsequent
face of the polyhedron are then found frcnnelementary considerations of 1
infinitesimal plane waves and simple geometry. The result, h the limit
of the curved surface, is a pair of simultaneous, no-eu omq d.if-
ferential eqzations for the components of Mach number normal aud tangen-
tial to the surface rulings. These equations are readily integated by
standard numerical methods in auy given case. Calculaticms sre carried
through in the present report for a biconvex triangular wing of aspect
ratio 4 at two values of the free-stream Mach number.
As usual, the sma12-disturbance assumptions can be used to provide
considerable simplificatim. M the linear case, in particular, a closed
qressim is readily obtained for the pressure distribution on a wing of
biconvex section. For the calculated example, the relationship between
the 13near and the shock-expansim results is similar to that obs=ved
in two-dimasiaxal flow. In the hypersonic case it is found that the
pressure distribution can be calculated by disregarding the tap- and
treating the streamwise section frm a s~le two-dimensional point of
view. Examinatim of two-dimensional shock-expansionresults for the
calculated example shows, in fact, that a strip approximation of this
kind provides good accuracy even at moderate supersmic Mach numbers.
IWIMDUC!EU2N
The present report is concerned with
flow that occurs on tapered tigs made up
a type of inviscid supersonic
of single-curved surfaces. By
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“single-curved” it is meant that the surfaces are capable of betig devel-
oped onto a plane. Such developable surfaces fall into three classes:
cylinders, cones, and convolutes, the last being the relatively uncommon
surface generated by a straight We mov3ng tangent to a nonplanar curve
(see, e.g., refs. lsnd 2). The supersonic flow over en infinite cy~der,
yawd or unyawed, can be treated by the two-tiensional shock-~ansion
method, first proposed by Epstein (ref. 3 ) and stice discussed in numer-
ous books and papers (see, e.g., refs. 4 and 5). The extension of the
shock-~ansim method to portions of tigs made up of cones - or, if ,
desir~, convolutes - is the sub~ect of the present paper.
As h the usual two-dimensional case, it is required ti the present
work that sny shock wave associated with the leading edge of the wing be
attached and that the flow just downstream of the wave be supersonic nor-
mal to the edge. E these conditions are met, the method then applies in
those regions of the wing where (a) the cmponat of velocity normal to
the surface nildngs is supersonic and (b) the flow is unaffected by the
presence of tips or junctures. Such regions, though seemingly rather
special, are of interest for two reasons. First, at the higher super-
sonic Mach numb-s - say 3 and above - they may constitute a majority of
the *g surface. Secmd, as will be seen below, the flow in these
regions is of a s@le type which is amenable to a relatively precise
analysis. In particular, the flow quantities are (with a minor qualifi-
cation in the case of the convolute) constsnt along the surface ruLings.
The reasoning on which the foregoing statement is based is as fol-
lows: Consider that the surface of the wtng is replaced by a inscribed
polyhedron whose edges coincide with ru15ngs of the actual surface.z In
view of the single-curved nature of the surface, this can obviously be
done. ~ the ccmditims of the preceding paragraph are satisfied, the
flow at the leading edge of the wing will be characterized by an oblique
shock wave or a yawed Prandtl-Meyer eqsmion. In either case the flow
quantities will be constant on the face of the polyhedron adjoining the
le-g edge. At subsequent edges of the polyhedron where the component I
of velocity normal to the edge is supersonic, an eqsnsion fan will orig-
inate. IY one neglects the reflected effects that arise when these
_si~ f=s fiteract ~th a le--edge shock WaVe,2 the fam them-
selves will be of the yawed Prandtl+leyer me. To this a~roximation,
therefore, the flow quantities will be constant on each face of the poly-
hedrcm. Now let the nrmiberof faces of the polyhedron ticrease indefi-
nitely. lh the limit the polyh@ron will becane the single-curved surface,
and the faces of the ~olyhedron will become the surface ruJ3ngs. It fol-
lows that, if reflected effects are neglected, the flow quantities must
‘It will be assumed throughout that the surface is conveucto the flow
and free of sharp corners, though these restrictions are not essential.
*is approximaticm is also made in the two-dimensional case. The
resulting mors are discussed by Egg~s, Syvertson, and &aus in refer-
ence 6. They conclude that b two-tiensional flow the errors are small
=cept for conditions nesr shock detachment. There is no reason to expect
that the situation wi~ be substantially different in the present case.
... . .—
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be constant on each ruling. (lk the case of the cone, where the shock
wave and reflected effects are themselves conical, the qualification in
this statement can be dropped, and the conclusion taken as exact. It
can, in fact, be arrived at directly from the familiar argument concern-
ing the lack of a characteristic length in the boundary-value problan in
the conical case. For the convolute an argument like the foregoing is
necessary, and the qualificationmust be retained. In the calculaticms
that fold.ow,as distinct fram the argument itself, the reflected disturb-
ances will.always be ignored, aud a quantitative approximation will remain
in either case.)
The method of calculation is arrived at by simple extension of the
foregohg ideas. To this end, we concentrate attention on an element of
the polyhedron consisting of aue corner end the adjoining downstream face
and regsxd the sngular deflection at the corner and the angular breadth
of the face as infiniteshal. Since reflected effects ere neglected,
the mansion occurring at the corner can now be regarded as taking place
through au infinitesimal plane wave (i.e., Mach wave) passing through the
corner. The accompanying changes in flow are .readillycalculated from the
fact that the vectorial change in velocity from one side of the wave to
the other must be normal to the wave. Across the face of the elenmnt -
that is, from one corner to the next - the only changes that need be con-
sidered are those associated with the change in relative orimtatim
between the velocity (which is constant on the face) snd the corners
themselves. These chauges, which affect the upstream conditions for the
wave at the n- corner, are found from simple considerations of geometry.
Following this procedure, one obtains, in the limit of the curved surface,
a pair of simultaneous, nonlinear ordinary differential equations for the
components of Mach number normal and tangential to the surface rulings.
These equations are to be integrated from the leading edge rearward. The
Mach number components at the lead3ng edge, which provide the initial
conditions for the integration, sre found by apply3mg the concepts of
stiple-sweep theory to the eqpations for an oblique shock wave or l&andtl-
Meyer expansion. The integration itself is readily accomplished by stand-
ard numerical means.
The first sectiau of the paper is ccmcerned mainly with the deriva-
tion of the differential equations and with the evaluation of certain
derivatives required for their application to conical surfaces. The
second section discusses the simp13.ficationsthat occur when the usual
small-disturbance approximations are titrduc~, both in the linear super-
sonic range and at hypersonic speeds. Of particular interest here is the
result that at hypersonic speeds the method reduces to a simple strip
theory fi the stresmwise direction. In this section of the paper a closed
expression is also obtained for the pressure distribution on conical.wings
of biconvex section in the linear case. l?bepap=
numerical results for a triangular wing msde up of
apex at the tip. A realization that the pressures
w3mg must be constsnt on rsys through the tip was,
.. point of the analysis.
concludes with some
conical surfaces with
a a portion of this
in fact, the stsrt.ing
. — — — .—-—— .—— .— —... — -..
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Although the present problem is a fairly obvious one, reference to
.
it h existing Uterature is difficult to find. The only paper the
authors have come upon, in fact, is that of Thomson and Sheppard (ref. 7),
which becsme available after the pres~t enalysis was complete. Ih this
ref~ence, the surface of a conical wing is approximated by a polyhedron
and the pressure distributim on this approximating surface calculated
by application of simple-sweep theory and the Frandtl-Meyer relations at
each successive corn=. The present plan of incorporathg a limiting
process may be preferable with regard to accuracy and ease of computation.s
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Primsry Symbols
speed of sound
wing chad (measured at arbitrary spenwise station)
pressure coefficient (see eq. (30))
function defining shape of wing section
kkh nmiber vector
mgnittie of Mach
static pressure
total pressure
numb= vector
radial distance elong surface ruling
thiclmess of wing section
absolute taperature
magnitude of disturbance velocity, V - %
veloci~ vector
%or the cslculatim of the entire ncxiEnesr flow field around a .
general conical surface, reference should be made to the work of Maslen
(ref. 8). The ssme problem has also been discussed by Fari at the Con-
ference on High Speed Aerodynamics, Pol@echnic Institute of BrooKlyn,
January 20-22, 1955.
— —-—
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co
magnitude of velocity vector
increment in v
Cartesian coordinates
sngle of attack measured
angle of attack measured
in stresmwise direction
in plane normal to leading edge
ratio of specific heats (7/5 for air)
deflectim angle measured in plane normal to leaikbg edge
local Cartesian coordinates in
(see sketch (d))
leading-edge angle measured in
leading-edge angle measured h
plsne normal to surface
streamwise direction
plane normal to leading
ruling
edge
Mach angle corresponding to compunat of velocity normal to sur-
face ruling .
angle between veloci~ vector and surface znildng(see sketch
chordwise position aft of leading edge at srbitraq spsmise
station
infinitesimal augle between two edges of fabe of polyhedron
(see sketch (b))
(a))
inftiitesimal deflection angle at corner of polyhedron measured
in plane normal to corner (see sketch (b))
rate of rotation, at a given
of a moving surface rultig
the given ruling
rate of rotation, at a giv~
measured in a plane normal
x, of the orthogonal projection
onto a ftied taugent plane through
_, of a moving tangent-plane,
to the ruling
sugles used to speci~ positim of rulings on conical surface
(see sketch (c))
Subscripts
conditions in free stream
.- —..—- - -——— — .. —..
__ ..— -———.-——.——-
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o
1
2
n
t
c
F
conditions at critical speed
values at origh of ~,q coordinate
values at lead5ng edge
vslues at trailing edge
component of veloci~ or Mach number
(see sketch (a))
componat of velocity or Bkh number
(see sketch (a))
system (see sketch (d))
normal to surface ruling
.
tangential to surface,ruling
change across corner of polyhedron (see sketch (b))
change across face of polyhedron (see sketch (b))
Superscripts
( )’ first derivative of function with respect to argument
( )“ second derivative of function with respect to argument
Differential
Stice the flaw
SHOCK-EXPANSIONMETHOD
E@ations for Flow Ova S@le-Curved Surface
alcmg a solid boundary must be everywhere tangent to
the boundary, the veloci~ vector ~ at any petit on a stigle-curved
surface will be completely defined if the magnitudes Vn and Vt of its
components normal and tangential to the surface ruling at that point exe
+
knuwn (sketch (a)). h the present case, where V is constant on each
ru33ng, Vn snd Vt are given
by a pair of o-ary differ-
ential eqpations that can be
derived as follows:
Surface
As qlained in the
introduction, we begin by
regardbg the single-curved
surface as the limit of a
polyhedron whose edges coin-
cide with rulhgs of the
actual surface. Let us then
Sketch (a) c“onsid~ the flow over an
.
.
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infinitesimal element of the
polyhedron (sketch (b)) con-
sisting of a corner C and
the adjoining downstream Machwcwe
face F. The infiniteshal ‘
deflection at the corner,
measured in a plane normal to
the corner, is denoted by
5T. The infinitesimal angle
between the two edges of the
face F is represented by
5u. (The positive directions
of 5? and M are shown in
the sketch.) The changes in
Vn and Vt across the complete
element C plus F will be s
considered as composed of the +>..
changes across the corner C
followed by the changes across .
the face F. Sketch (b)
Under the conditions discussed in the introduction, the changes acrossL
the corner C will take place through a planar Mach wave originating at
the corner. Let V, Vn, and Vt here denote the magnitudes of the veloc-
ity and its normal and tangential components upstresm of the corner.
According to the properties of infinitesimal plane waves, the angle between
the Mach wave and the upstream face of the corner is then given by
(1)
where a is the speed of sound corresponding to V. The situation do~.m-
stream of the corner (see sketch (b)) is completely determhed by (a) the
property that the vectorial change in velocity 5?c across the corner
must be normal to the wave and (b) the boundsry condition that the result-
ant velocity ?+ b~c downstream of the corn= must be parallel to the
face l?. Frcm requirement (a) it follows at once that the change in Vt
across the corner is zero, that is,
Wtc = o (2)
The corresponding chsnge in Vn can be found by consid=ing the triangle
formed by the vectors %) 6&(@c), =d~n +5? .
7
Frcm this triangle,
whose gemetzy is dictated by requirements (a) snd b), it follows that
-. . .. . ....—- ——— ——. .. . .. ———-—— —-—
———— .
-—.----— —. . -
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With the aid of equatiou (1), this csn be written, to the first order in
infinitesimal quantities,
This is, of course, idmtical to the corresponding equation for two-
dimensimal l?randtl-lley~flow (cf. ref. 9) except for the a~earance of
Vn where V would ordinarily be.
The chsnges in Vn and Vt across the face F are found from the
fact that the velocity vector is ccmstant in magnitude and directi(m on
the face. E v is the sngle between this vector and the surface ruling
(see sketch (a)), we have in general
Vn =Vsixlv
Vt =Vcosv
Differmtiatim of these expressions gives, for constant V,
dVn =Vcosvav = Vtdv
1
(4)
dVt = -V sin v dv = -Vndv
Since the direction of the velocity vector does not vary on F, the change
in v from one edge to the oth- is due solely to the difference in ori-
edation of the edges. Application of equations (4) to the calculation
of the changes in Vn and Vt across F thus gives to the first order
(and with due regard for the positive direction of 5u)
W *s
bvnF z -V#5u
(Vn + 5V~)5U
i’
.
(5)
(6)
. ..— ——.. -. —-----
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The changes in flow across the complete element C plus F can now
be found by combitig equations (2) and (6), and (3) and (~). In this
manner we obtain, in the lhnit as the infinitesimal gpsntities tend to
zero, the following ordinary differential equations for the calculation
of the flow over a single-curved surface:
For
tions in
numbers
defintig
The speed
adiabatic
where ax
dVn =
Vn
rVn2—-1a2
d’r- Vtda
dVt = Vnd~
(7a)
(P)
cmputatiaual work it is convenient to rewrite the above equa-
dimensionless form in terms of the normal and tangential.Mach
~ and ~, where ~ ~ Vn/a and & ~ Vt/a.4 TO do this the
expressions for & and ~ are first differentiated to obtain
dVn
%=y-%g (8a)
dVt
%==-%: (8b)
of sound a is Imown to be related to the Mach number by the
energy equation, which can be written (cf. ref. 10, eq. (32b))
(~s ‘% F+w(~2’~2)T’
is the constant critical speed. Differ=tiation of this rela-
tion gives
4The analysis could be simplified at this point by making the speeds
dimensionless through divisim by the constant critical speed ax instead
of by the variable speed of sound a. This leads, however, to slightly
increased labor in the eventual numerical work.
. - - ..— . . . —— —— .—— —-—— .. .. . ——— . .. ————— . . . —-——— ______ _
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The desired differential equations are nqw found by substituting this
expression snd equations (7) into equations (8) and solving for dl&
and ~. This gives finally
-1 )qi+zp&2
*’
JF=
dT - M-@S (9a)
(9b)
The clifferentisl egyations (9) provide a means for calculating the
Mach nrmiber(md hence the pressure) distribution on a single-curved sur-
face under the conditions outlined h the titrcduction. To titegrate the
equations for a given surface, the differentials dT and du must be
rewritten b the form dr = (dT’/dA)dAsnd da = (da/dA)dA,where A is
any independent variable by which the position of the surface rulings can
be conveniently defined. Jh the light of the limiting process, the deriv-
atives dT/dA and da/dA can be given simple geometrical interpretations
in terms of the ru15ngs aud tangent planes of the curved surface. The
derivative dT/dA at a giv~ ruling csn be identified as the rate of
rotaticm of a moving tangent plsme, evaluated at the rultig in question
and measured b a plsne normsl to the ru15ng. The derivative du/dA is
the correspon~ rate of rotation of the orthogonal projectiau of a mov-
ing surface rulimg onto the (fixed) tsngent plane through the given ruling.
Expressions for these d-ivatives for a general conical surface are given
(for a suitable choice of A) in the next section of the paper. The actual
titegration can be carried out by sny one of a nuniberof standard, step-
by-step numerical procedures, depending on the accuracy required (see,
e.g., refs. 11 and 12). Obviously, the integratim breaks down when
l&sl.
It is important to note that the following sign conventions are
inmd.icitin tie derivation of eqpations (9): (a) m is positive when
?n is in the direction of positive du (see sketch (b)); (b)Mt is
positive when ?t is directed away from the intersection of the surface
as_ These ccmventions must be carefully observed fi carrying out
the num-ical integration.
Equations (9) are, of course, applicable to the swept cylinder as
well as the cone and the convolute. In this case da is identically
zero, and M becomes independent of Mt (see eq. (9a)). This is as it
should be accor~ to the concepts of simple-sweep theory (ref. 3.3).
.—— —. —
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For such a problem, however, the methods of the present paper are super-
fluous, since a solution is readily found frmn tabular results for two-
dimensional fluw (see, e.g., ref. 14).
Application to Concial Surfaces
lh the following section equations (9) wi12 be specialized to a con-
ical surface, since this is the case most commonly encountered in prac-
tice. For such a surface, the position of the rulings - and hence the
shape of the cone
- can be specified by an equation of the form
Y
where
?
and-u are as indicated in
sketch c). Here x, y, and z are
Cartesian coordinates fixed in the t
wing, with origin O at the apex of
the cone.5 The X,Z plane is teken
as the chord plane of the wing. The al
velocity of the undisturbed streem is
assumed parallel to the x,y plane.
With w as the independent variable
(replacing A of the preceding sec- X
tion), equations (9) canbe written
z
Sketch (c)
ml=
1‘= JF--”
L..
f
Y -1
—Ml% ~T2
dr 1da% ~ dwZl- (ha)
(llb)
.
%his apex maybe located at either the tip or forwardmost point of
the wing. Tn the case of awing with a truncated tip, the apex may be
virtual rather than actual..
_ —- ...— -. _ ..-.—. .—.—— —.—— .— - ——.—-.. —
-.. . . . . . . . . . . .
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The task now is the purely geometrical.one of expressing dT/dw and da/du
h terms of the lnmwn function q(w).
,
To do this let us consider a representative surface ruling at ~, q..
At a point o located a radial distance r. along this ruling (see
sketch (d)), we establish a rectangular coordinate system ~,q in a
Y
plane normal to
x,z plsne with
positive in the
surface in the
the
Sketch (d)
ru1511g. The c direction is taken parald.elto the
~ positive h th~ direction of ticreas-tig u; ~ is
direction of ticreasing q. The trace of the conical
~,TI p~e iS th= given by en equation of the form
Eqressions for T and a are now needed for differentiation. Recall-
- the geometrical interpretation of the derivative of T following
equations (9), we csn write (with due regard for the positive direction
of 6T as shown in sketch (b))
-..
. ..-. —..-_ .-.
(12)
.
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.
where the subscript o denotes evaluation at the point o. To write au
expression for a, we consider an arbitrary point a on the trace of the
conical surface. Let the point b be the orthogonal.projection of a
onto the trace (in the ~,q
surface at the ruling 00.
of the derivative of tJ,we
plane) of the tangent plaue to the conical
In the llght of the previous interpretation
can then write
—
-1 Ob
u =tau g
An expression for ob can be obtained by considering the planar figure
obac, where c is the orthogonal projectiau of a onto the ~ axis.
Stice 65 = ~ and ~ = q, we have
The acpression for a can thus be written
(13)
Expressions (12) and (13 ) must now be differentiated with respect to
u, and the derivatives evaluated at the point o. Since q snd ~ will.
be expressed subsequently as functions of w, the resulting expressions
will be put in terms of derivatives with respect to this quantity. We
thUS obtain
(a+) ($x$!)o -($)ls)O
LGo=- (ii)o’+(s)02 ~ (14.23)
. . . — ..— -.— — .. — —— .—-. .— .
— -—— .— ___
.. ——._. ____ . .._ ___
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(lLb)
~essions for ~ and q as functions of u can be found by ret~-
tig to sketch (d). The points e, f, and g me first established as the
orthogonal projections of o, c, and a mto the X,Z plane. The petit
d is then established on the We ag by dra~g cd parallel~o fg.
Frm_tie ~metry of the resulting figure, it is apparent that ef = ?55= ~
sndfg=cd=~csinq)o =q$tiqo.
eration of the quadrilateral efgO,
.
e—f
. tau(w - Wo) =
e—O- f=
We can therefore write, from consid- -
and
‘ (15)
(16)
An ~ressiun for ~ is found by observatim of the trisngle gaO.
Stice ~ = ~ cos ~o.= ~ cos ~o and ~ = ~ = ~ = rosfi ~o) it foll~$
that
ag+a?i rosin go + q cos q.
tsntp=
~o = - gx
and hence by combination with equation (16) that
Sti(u - ~)
.K
= (m)
tanql rosti go + q cos q.
Equations (15) and (18) constitute a pair of simultaneous eqpatims for
~ and ~. Solution of these equations gives
~=ro
Sti(u - ~)
Cos q)ocos((J)- Wo) + sillqotan p
(17)
.— —
-—— -. — - —— —.
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tEulq)- tan ql~cos(w - ~)
~ = r. (lgb)
Cos(w - *) + tan qotsn q
Since the relation (10) will be known in any given case, these equations
give ~ and q .as functions of w.
Equations (19) must now be cliff=entiated to find the qu~tities
required in equations (14). This operation gives finaX&
(7dGo = rocos q.
()dqGo = rocfot
()
dzg
= -2roQloqsin qo
so
()~= ro(sin qocos V. + qo’t)o
where the primes denote differentiation of Q with respect to its srgu-
mart. Substitution of these expressions into equations (14) gives, after
the subscripts are dropped, the following relations for the required geo-
metrical derivatives:
(20a)
(20b)
-. ------- --—— . . . . . — —— .—. — — .—— ——-. —-— - -.
..— —..—-.. . ... . . . . .. . .... —-.-.
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With the aid of equations (20), the differential equations (XL) can be
titegrated numerically for any conical Tdng for which q is given as a
function of w.6
On most conical w5ngs alcountered in practice, the apex of the cone
will be located at the wing tip. In this case the contour of the surface
is usuelly deftied by specifying the shape of the streamwise airfoil sec-
tion - that is, by an equation of the form
()Ytf~-=—ccc (21)
where c is the chord of the wing at some arbitrary spanwise station z,
~ is the chordwise distance aft from the leading edge at that station,
t/c 5.sthe thickness ratio of the airfoil section, and f is some given
function of ~/c. In sn ap@ication of this ~e, it is advantageous to
replace du in equaticms (n) by [dw/d(~/c)]d(~/c)and integrate directly
with respect to ~jc. The necessary ~ession for dw/d(Ej/c)can be found
by reference to sketch (e). m WI and & are the values of w corre-
X
Sketch (e)
ten w
spon~g to the leading and trailing edges
of the hg, it follows fran the
that
(
1 1
)! z—-—
=
tan WI tan w
( 1 1 2)cz —-—= tanw= tanw
Elimination of z between these
and solution for tan w gives
ten w=
=
E /. tsn w=\
l-:.L --( tsll (OJ
sketch
(22a)
(22b)
equaticms
(23)
%. Stephen H. Maslen of the NACA Lewis Laboratory has pointed out
to the authors that equatims (n) and (20) can also be derived from the
gaeral differentid. equations for conic~ flow as given in reference 8.
.
.
— --- .-—. ----- .— -—— ..—
3B
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fra which it follows that
—= E6-S3
dw
(24)
d(~/c)
To find q as a function of E/c, reference is made to sketch (c). This
gives
-&up= y
Z/sin (4)
which becomes, with the aid of equations
tsinu~
tanq)=— — (1-C -al W1
(21) and (22b),
) otan U1 fg-tanW&) F
Equations (20), (23), (24), and (25) provide the relations
integrate eqwtions (n) as functims of ~/c.
hitial conditions
(25)
necessary to
The initial conditions for the integration of equations (9) or (~)
are the values of the Mach number components at the leading edge. These
values, denoted by Mnl and YA
Mtl, are foundby applying
the concepts of simple-sweep
theory (ref. 13) to the
locally cylindrical flow at
the edge.
The situation is as
shown in-sketch (f).7 The
given quantities are the
magnitude & of the free- z
stream Mach number, the angle x
of attack a, the angular
location W1 of the leading
edge, and the leading-edge titm
angle A measured parallel
to the x,y plane. TO
Sketch(f)
7910 ~d=st~d t~s sketch it sh~d be recalled that the VeCtOr
~ is parallel to the x,y plane.
.... .._ .- .._ -—— .—— - -——— - —- —. —- .— —-—. -——..-.
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apply simple-sweep theory, one must know the magnitudes M% and Mtm of
the cmponents of free-streem Mach number normal and tangential to the
leading edge together with the deflection engle ~ measured in a plane
normal to the edge. As can be seen !&m the figure, the Mach nuniber
components are given by
M-tm= &cos CL COS(YI- q)
= -&cos a cos w= (26a)
and
= I&/l - Cos=a Cos=+wl (26b)
The deflection angle (taken as positive when the deflection causes a com-
pression) is given by
where Xn and
measured in a
~=An-~n (27)
q are the leading-edge angle and the angle of attack, both
plane normal to
given angles by the following
the sketch):
the edge. These angles sze related to the
equations (readily derived on the basis of
= ta?if=j (28a)
‘tcf:::l)
(28b)
the value of Mnl is easily found fra the
well-3mown r~tits for en obfique shock wave (~ > O) or Prandtl-Meyer
expansion (~ < O). (See, e.g., refs. 5, 10, or 15.) As req-ed by
simple-sweep theory, the calculations are carried out in the same manner
as for two-dimensional flow (see ref. 15), except that %ormel” quantities
are used in place of the usual resultant values. The value of Mt= is .
found frm the fact, given by simple-sweep theory, that Vt at the lead-
ing edge is the ssme as in the free stresm, that is,
.
. . . ..- — .——. -
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Division of this equation by the speed of sound al gives
or finally
Mtm .Mt==—=—
(%.bw) J2k (29)
The value of Mtm is given by equation (26a). The value of a~~ or
T~Tm is found frcm two-dimensional.theory as before (see ref. 15).
As a general remark, it may be noted that the angle of attack enters
the enttie scheme of calculation only through its influence on the initial
conditions. The differential equations (9) and (11), and the derivatives
that appear therein, are all.independent of a.
Pressure Coefficient
The value of the local pressure coefficient
is easily found once the distributions of
)1 (30)
M~ and k are known. To find
P/Pm - &d hence Cp - we distinguish two ca~es as follows:
an <0.- In this case there is an expansion at the leading edge and
the flow is isentropic. The total pressure is therefore everywh=e the
same, and we csn write
P (Ppt)
—=
Pm (p/pt)m
(31)
. .. .. .. ... .-. .—— ._ ...-— —.—— -—— ——. — . .. —--. ——— —-—. —.- —-... -
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The values of (p/pt)m and (p/~) are found from the usual compressible-
flow tables (e.g., ref. 10) as functions of & aud M. where
~>o.-nl
the leading-edge
write that pt =
.
this case, because of the increase in entropy throu@
shock, it cannot be said that pt = pt . We csn, however,
%1 and hence that
m
p (P./PJ
g = (P/Pt).
The values of (p/pt), and (p/pt) can be
(JP— (32)
obtained I?rmnthe compressible-
flow tables as f’un&~ons of th~ correspondingMach number. The value of
(Pi/Pm) is found, as before, frmn an oblique-shock calculation based on
the flow normal to the leading edge.
SMAI&DI~ CE APPROXIMATION
It is of interest to exsmine the form the analysis takes when the
mnd.1-disturbmce approximations are introduced. To this end we define
a disturbance speed v according to the relation
V=vm+v (33)
and assume that terms of higher than the first order in v/Vm can be
neglected. Consistent with this approach, we also assume that the wing
surface y = y(x,z) lies sufficiently close to the x,z plane that orily
first-order terms im y and its derivatives need be retained.
General Small-Msturbance Equation
To ~corporate the forego~ assumptions into the analysis, we return
to the differential equations (7) and rewrite them in terms of the result-
ant velocity V. This is done by means of the relation
v== Vnz
which becomes aft= differentiation
+ Vtz
. . .. . —
— —-—.
...— -.
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VdV= Vn dVn + Vt
By substitution of the expressions for dVn
the following differential equation for V
dV Vn2
—=
.. — d’
dVt
and dVt from
ib obtained:
The speed of sound a is related to V by the adiabatic
which cen be written
a2
{ -<&2[(iiY-11}=%21 72
Now let us simplify equation
tions. To begip, it can be shown
ties
dT=-
(34) in the light of the
that to a first order in
(x)_&1sin 0 a
squations (7),
*
(34)
=ergy equation,
(35)
previous assump-
Small quaJlti-
Here w again denotes the azimuthal angle of the surface rul@g (cf.
— —
sketch (c)), though the considerations are not now restricted to a cone.
—
To the same accuracy,
Vn =
where the form of the
To the first order in
the normal velocity Vn canbe written
V#in w + (terms of first order)
first-order terms is hmaterial for present purposes.
v/Vm, equation (35) also simplifies to
a2
[ J
. 65-(7-1)1+
If these three expressions ere substituted into equation (34) and the
assumption is made that &sin u >> 1 (i.e., the component of free-streem
Mach number normal to the rulings is not near 1), one then obtains to the
first order
—. ..- . . ...- ..--- ———— —----— —.—— -.—
.— —...—— — —.——.
.-—. . .. . .-— —
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. ‘(’)=-*d@(36)
This equation is general in the sense that it contains both the linearized-
supers&l.c and hy&rsonic approximations. These
now be discussed separately.
Linear Approximation
If I& is not too large, we can write that
equation (36) s~lif ies immediately to
two a~roximations will
(7 - l)&2 fi <<1, and
(37)
This result is linear in that the distributions of v/Vm over two single-
curved surfaces of identical plan form - say YI(X, Z) and YZ(X,Z) - will
upon being added equal the distribution of v/Vm over a third surface
Ys(x~z) where yS = yl + y2. It is easily verified that equation (37)
conforms to the similarity rules of linearized supersonic wing theory.
Any velocity distribution calculated by means of this equation must, in
fact, be identical to that which would be obtained by solution of the par-
tial differential equation of linear theory under the same boundary con-
ditions. This folluws fra the fact that the only phenomena specifically
neglected in the present development - that is, the disturbances reflected
frum a leading-edge shock wave - disappear in the conventional linear
development as well. Equation (37) will be integrated for a specific
type of wing (i.e., for a specific relation between ~~x and u) folJmw-
ing a discussion of the hypersonic approximation.
Hypersonic A~roSmation
.
When I& is very large, it can no longer be said that
(7 - Q&2; <<1. In this case, huwever, the first term under the radi-
cal in equation (36) will pred~te, and the equation can be reduced to
.
-——-—..——. -- - -— —.. .
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(38)
1l-(7-l)&’; ‘CQ
The dependence on u thus disappears frmu the differential equation.
Equation (38) is, in fact, the ssme eqyation one obtains if the hyper-
sonic smal.1-disturbanceapproximation is applied to the differential equa-
tion for two-dimensional Prandtl-Meyer flow.s The seinesituation can be
shuwn to exist with regard to the calculation of the initial conditions
ana the pressure coefficient - that is, the equations are independent of
w and are the seineas those obtained from the two-dimensional small-
disturbance theory of hypersonic flow. It thus appears that, for thin
wings at high Mach numbers, the pressure distribution can be found by
disregarding the taper and treating the wing section from a simple two-
dimensional point of view. This result is in agreamnt with the ideas
expressed by Eggers in reference 16.. It is a consequence, of course, of
the fact that when the surface Mach nuuiberis everywhere large, as will
be the case on a thin wing at a large free-stream Mach nuuiber,the region
of dependence of a given point on the wing surface is of negligible extent
in the spanwise direction.
Since w does not appear in eqzation (38)~ the integration can be
carried out at once. This wilJ not be done here, since the results can
be shown to agree with the eqmations for thin two-dimensional airfoils
at hypersonic speeds as worked out completely by Linnell (ref. 17). These
eqpations are arrived at by Linnell by making suitable approximations in
the usual two-dimensional shock-expansionrelations. According to present
considerations,these approximate two-dimensional results may be applied
directly to the streamwise sections of sufficiently thin tapered wings.
For engineering applications to thicker wings, one might go a step fmher
and apply the complete shock-expansionmethod in the same manner. This
latter possibility will be examined in the subsequent exemple.
Application of Linear A~roximation
to Conical Biconvex Wing
with
face
The linear approximation (37) will now be applied to a conical wing
apex of the cone located at the wing tip. For such a wing the sur-
is given by equation (21) as
81t can be shown that eqution (38) conforms to the hypersonic simi-
larity rules.
---- . ..-. — —- _.—
. ————----
—.—— —-——
—
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This can be differentiated
NACA TN 3499
.
Y
-= ():f~ccc
to obtati
ay a(y/c) a(ylc) ().?ftiX = a(xlc)=a(gtc)c c
and
where the primes denote differentiation of f with respect to its argu-
ment. Substitution of the last relation into equation (37) and insertion
of dw/d(~/c) from equation (24) then gives for the governing differential
equation
Since in linearized wing theory the pressure coefficient is given by
Cp = -2v/VW, one can also wite .
a.cp= 2(:) ty:’u=
f“(E/c)
da
1 -—
tan U2
If Cp= is the pressure coefficient on the upper.surface at the leading
edge, it folluws that the value of ~ at any other point m the sane
surface is given by
() tazl qcp=~, +2; a.(11 (39)1 -—
tan (I)2 .-
.
--
“
.—. —
4B
.
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!J!hevalue of
known results
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%1 can be found by applying simple-sweep concepts to the
for linearized two-dimensional flow. This gives
(40)
On awing of biconvex section, ft’(~/c) is constant. (This is exactly
true if the section is made up of parabolic arcs and true to the accuracy
of small-disturbancetheory if it is made up of circular arcs.) Eqya-
tion (39) can thenbe written
<
0~.~=+2: tan (1)=1 -—
tan M2
The integrel in this equation cen be pti into a standard form by means of
the substitution p = sin%. b this manner one obtains finally the fol-
lowing equation for the pressure coefficient on a conically tapered wing
— —
of biconvex section:
~ . ~ + (t/c)f’‘ten (A)Z
1
1
tan u=
-—
tsn W2 [
sti-~ (MX3=+l)sin% -2
(W02- l)sin% -
1sh.~ (MC02+ 1)sin%= -2(M02- 1)sin2fdl (41)
The value of ~ is given by equation (40); u is related to the more
common variable lg/c by equation (23). Equation (41) could be oltained,
presumably, by the conventional methods of linearized conical-flow theory,
though the authors are not awe that this has been done.
. . . . . ..-. — .- . —.—- —— — .— .-—
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NUMERICALlzxAMPm
Calculations have been carried out on the basis of the foregoing
methods for a sweptback triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 (sketch (g)).
NACATN 3499
.
I
1
I
vc=.o!5
The surface of the wing is tapered
linearly from the root to the tip -
that is, each half of the wing is a
I cone with apex at the wing tip. With
I
the origin of coordinates at the right-
hand tip, it folluws that 01 = 450
and U* = 900. The wing section, which
I is symmetrical about the chord line,
~
is 5 percent thick with maximwn thick-
ness at midchord. It is composed of
a circular arc fram the leading edge
z~ —to the midahord and a parabolic arc
I I
o from the midchord to the trailing
edge. The trailing edge is blunt
“ with a thickness one-half the maximum
Sketch (g) thickness. The functiontherefore (cf. eq. (Zl))
‘(:):,(t;). (1-(:YI+{F-(:YT-.’CY(:)[(:)
for
osg/cs$
f(g/c) is
and
()fE .()*2.Z+. L ;z 4C
for l/2~~/c S1. For this profile f“(~/c) is seen to have a discont-
inuity at midchord.
The calculated values of ~ on the ~er surface of the wing are
shown in figure 1. Results are given for angles of attack of 0°, *3°,
and A6° at free-stresmllach nwibers of 3.36 and 2.46. ~ each case, curves -
are shown as computed by the shock-expansionmethod of this report
(eqs. (n)), by the correspon~ ~eara~ro~tion (eq. (41)), and.by
the ordinary (i.e., two-dimensional) shock-eqxmsion method for the strc%nn- “
wise section. The numerical fitegration of equations (XL) was csrried out
.—
—-. — .- .—
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in the present
e.g., ref. 11,
case by means of the simple “trapezoidal formula” (see,
pp. 24-= or ref. 12, pp. 236-238). Values given by this
method with t&n equal increments of- ~/c were-amply accura~e comp-med
with results obtained by more refined methods of integration. The curves
fra the two-dimensional shock-expsnsionmethod are included in the figure
for the reasons mentioned in the discussion of the hypersonic approxima-
tion. Sketches indicating the approximate regions of applicability of the
results are shown for each Mach number. These regions, as approximated
on the basis of the free-stream Mach angle, constitute 69 and 56 percent
of the plan-fozm area at the respective Mach n-em of 3.36 and 2.46.
More accurate determination of the regions as functions of & anda
could, of course, be made on the basis of the results obtained in the
pressure calculations themselves (cf. ref. 7). The value of a at which
Mn bec~es sonic just behind the leading-edge wave is -15.2° at & = 3.36
and -6.9 at & = 2.46.
The relationship observed in the present case between the shock-
expansion results (solid curve) sml the corresponding linear approximation
(dashed curve) is much the same as that known for two-dimensional flow
(cf. ref. k, fig. E,3i). As in the latter case, the shock-e~ansion val-
ues of ~ are, with minor exceptions, more positive than the linear
values by an amount which increases as the absolute value of ~
increases. As a consequence, the normal force on the wing at a given la!
(as indicated by the vertical distance between the ~ curves at equal
*) is concentrated more toward the leading edge in the shock-expansion
results. This effect would, of course, be less pronounced for wings of
smaller thickness ratio.
Judged on the basis of the present shock-expansion findings, the
curves obtained by the two-dimensional method are a good approximation at
the positive angles of attack shown in figure 1. As the angle becomes
negative, however, the approximation becomes progressively less accurate.
This is due primarily to the error involved in the calculation of the dis-
continuous flow changes at the swept leading edge, an error which becomes
larger as the absolute value of the deflection at the leading edge
increases. On the present wing, this deflection is zero on the upper sur-
face at a ~ 6°. The two-dimensional approximation wouldbe expected to
deteriorate again at positive angles greater than this value. This behav-
ior is, of course, dependent on the smount of sweep at the leading edge.
On a reversed triangular wing, for exsmple, where the leading edge is
unswept, the two-dimensional method would give accurate initial conditions
at all angles, and the over-all situation would undoubtedly be different.
The logical argument for the use of the two-dimensional method in the
present case rests, as has been seen, on the assumption that the free-
stresm Mach number is very large. The method would therefore be expected
to diminish in accuracy as the Mach number is reduced. The results of
figure 1 show this effect. It may be noted, however, that even at a mod-
erate Mach nuuibersuch as 3.36, the two-dimensional method provides remark-
ably good accuracy within the angle ramge studied here. This agrees with
previous results (e.g., ref. 18) which show that other deductions based
. ..-. ..-. — -———--- ---- --- ..— ———.- ——— . —— ——.— .— .. ..—---
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on the hypersonic small-disturbanceassumptions (as, e.g., the similarity
rules) can be applied with good accuracy at fairly low supersonicMach
nuuibers.
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